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Abstract
For the NASA Space Shuttle a Kalman filter is used to estimate the position and
velocity of nearby satellites. However, due to unexpected station-keeping jet-firings
and rapid changes in the accuracy of the range instrument, the measurement and
process noise variance can experience step changes. If the Kalman filter has the
wrong values for the variances, the estimate could diverge or at least have very poor
performance. Two principle methods for estimating measurement and process noise
variance are presented, using the gradient of the maximum likelihood equation, based
on the innovation sequence of a Kalman filter. The first method (the windowing
method) uses a window of previous measurements re-evaluated through the Kalman
filter and the maximum likelihood equations for each point of the iteration until
convergence. The second method (the one step method) attempts to avoid the re-
evaluation by using the first step of the iteration as the estimate during quiescent
periods and then periodically resetting the initial guess of each parameter. While
approaches based on convexity were considered, an example is given in which the
likelihood function for estimating the noise terms fails to be convex. The linearized
dynamical equations for two bodies in close orbital proximity are presented and a brief
investigation of subspace methods is performed. The methods are evaluated using
a numerical simulation of the derived dynamics. Simulation results indicate both
methods produce satisfactory performance for step changes in the noise variances.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The use of computers and micro-processors in aerospace, manufacturing, and other
industrial applications is increasing every day. For these processors to exercise in-
telligent control a machine must be equipped with sensors to take measurements of
the state of the system. Various filters may be used to obtain estimates of the states
using the output from these sensors. Under certain assumptions, the Kalman Fil-
ter is the optimal linear estimator and has been shown to be acceptable in many
non-linear applications. However, a continuing issue in using the Kalman Filter is
the requirement for knowing the statistics of the process and measurement noises. In
most applications one may assume the noises are Gaussian, which is supported by the
central limit theorem. However, the second moments of these noises must be known
or at least estimated.
The problem considered here is that of two bodies in close proximity, both in earth
orbit where one (the shuttle) has a range sensor to track the other. The accuracy of
this range sensor experiences step changes at unknown times. The shuttle also has
station-keeping jets that fire at unknown times. The current approach to handling
these uncertainties is, firstly, to always over-estimate the measurement noise, in effect
assuming a poor sensor. This drives down the Kalman gain and makes for a sluggish
filter. Secondly, when the navigation system detects very large residuals, it assumes
the station-keeping jets have fired and temporarily bumps up the process noise. This
will speed up the response and correctly attribute the large variances to the position
Figure 1-1: Kalman filter - maximum likelihood estimator technique.
states but, it could degrade the filter performance. Therefore, a desirable addition
to the Kalman Filter would be a separate module to estimate these second order
moments in real time. That is, if a separate module could estimate the quality of
the sensor, the filter could perform much faster when the sensor is behaving well. If
the module could also estimate the process noise it might detect the jet-firings sooner
than the current ad hoc method and be more accurate. Also, since this module would
estimate the actual values in real-time, the problem of assigning arbitrary values for
"misbehavior" of the sensor and process noise would be avoided. The aim of this
thesis is to create a module to estimate the quality of the sensor and the process
noise. The module (figure 1-1) will consist of a maximum likelihood (ML) block
which uses the innovations sequence from a reference Kalman filter to predict the
correct values of the parameters for the main Kalman filter.
The Kalman Filter itself can be used for many parameter estimation problems,
with the parameters appearing as augmented states. The resulting non-linear system
can then be estimated using an extended Kalman filter. However, since the resulting
filter is non-linear, in general, no assurance of convergence, efficiency, or accuracy
of the estimate can be proven. This thesis concentrates on using the methods from
maximum likelihood estimation to serve as the parameter estimation module. For a
linear time-invariant system with uncertain parameters the Kalman filter is optimal,
conditioned on the parameters and maximum likelihood estimation of the unknown
parameters has many desirable properties. These properties include, under certain
conditions, consistency, efficiency, unbiasness. These methods require an enormous
amount of computation; however, the recent achievements in micro-processor tech-
nology have made this method actually implementable in real-time.
1.1 Statement of the Problem
The problem considered is of two bodies in close proximity to one another in earth
orbit. One body tracks the other with a range sensor which experiences step changes
in accuracy. For simplicity it is assumed the orbital bodies experience no external
inputs and are in free fall. Known exogenous forces would not change the accuracy
of these methods and would only complicate the analysis. This thesis will deal with
linear state space models only, using the following notation:
State Dynamics:
Xk+1 = )k k +k (1.1)
Measurement Equation:
zk = Hkxk + Vk (1.2)
where
xk - n x 1 State vector
IDk - n x n State transition matrix
zk - m x 1 Measurement vector
Hk - mx n Output matrix
Wk - n x 1 Process or Driving noise
k - n x 1 Measurement noise
where wk and vk are Gaussian white noise sequences with:
E[wk] 0 E[vk]=- 0
E[wkwF QkA Z(k - j) E[vk f] = RkA(k - j)
E[wkv T ] =0 Vj, k
where E[.] is the expected value operator and A(.) is the Kronecker delta function.
The matrices (b, H, Q, and R may be functions of time (k) and may depend on
parameters a. To avoid overly cumbersome notation, this dependence will not be
shown explicitly except when necessary to show ordering in time.
The problem is to estimate Q (covariance of the process noise) or R (covariance of
the measurement noise) or both, on-line using the technique of maximum likelihood
on the residuals of the Kalman Filter.
1.2 Contributions
While methods based on the gradient of the maximum likelihood function have been
extensively investigated, this paper presents new algorithms for their implementation.
Results are given which demonstrate the level of performance one can expect from
these methods. An example is given in which the likelihood function fails to be convex,
thus ruling out approaches based on convexity. A simplification of the subspace
methods for known state transition and measurement matrices is given.
1.3 Historical Background
In the design of control systems it frequently happens that knowledge of particular
parameters is missing. Additionally, in the problem of finding elements of a func-
tion which best fit a given set of observed data, it is possible to determine multiple
solutions. The first known data processing technique is the least squares approach
used by Gauss (circa 1800) [10] for observing astronomical bodies with noisy mea-
surements. Maximum likelihood estimation was the creation of Fisher [9] around
1910 when studying probability density functions in an attempt to fit observed data
to a function of known form. The modern field of optimal filter theory began in the
1940's with Wiener's frequency domain techniques. Twenty years later Kalman and
others advanced Wiener's filter into the modern state space formulation and the time
domain. The Kalman filter is now used extensively in all fields of estimation as it
is extremely well suited for computer implementation. The Kalman Filter gives the
optimal state estimate for linear systems with known dynamics and additive Gaussian
measurement and process noises. However, in many problems a satisfactory model
cannot be achieved within these constraints. The general non-linear estimation prob-
lem cannot be solved exactly, hence an approximate estimator must be implemented.
Often parameters inherent in the system itself must be estimated. Any method in
which one tunes the parameter used by the Kalman filter while the filter is running
is called "Adaptive Kalman Filtering". Several authors (including [19], [7] and [28])
have described variations of Adaptive Kalman filtering for real-time applications and
on-line estimation of signal and noise parameters. Often in these cases an extended
Kalman filter is used to estimate the unknown parameters as additional states. How-
ever, the non-linearity of the extended Kalman filter means one must evaluate its
stability and convergence on a case by case basis. Other methods have been devel-
oped to extend the Kalman filter. Wojcik [28], estimates the Kalman gain rather
than the covariance of the signal and noise. Bayesian estimation is another form of
estimation where the Bayesian estimator utilizes a priori knowledge of the statistics
of the parameters. (Thus, a linear Kalman filter is both a Bayesian estimator' and a
maximum likelihood estimator). The best approach for estimating system parameters
currently known is that of performing maximum likelihood for the unknown parameter
based on the residuals of the filter. In particular, this thesis concentrates on finding
the second moments of the measurement and process noises. The maximum likeli-
hood methods used in this thesis for adaptive Kalman filtering are based on a tutorial
by Sandell and Yared [18] and similar to methods presented by Abramson [1]. Tay-
lor [25] extends the maximum likelihood techniques to use with the Fourier transform
and Skeen [23] applied this extension to identify parameters of fractional Brownian
motion. Weiss [27] gives a survey of papers on Kalman filtering with unknown noise
covariances. The entire field of system identification experienced a great deal of ac-
tivity starting in the mid 1960's. Astr6m and Eykhoff [4] give a good overview of
this early work. Most authors on this subject attempt to identify the entire system
or at least parameters residing in any of the system matrices. The adaptive Kalman
filter scheme described by Sandell and Yared, can identify any set of scalars residing
1provided the initial covariance matrix is not infinite.
in any of the system matrices, provided they are mutually identifiable. Most of the
treatments of the subject attempt to identify the entire system simultaneously as
a black box. These black box techniques assume the system is time-invariant and
stable, and use a smoothing type approach (i.e. they use an entire set of data at
once in a batch type manner). A recent survey of the techniques available for general
black box system identification is given by Sj6berg et al. [22]. Raman Mehra has
contributed extensively to the field of system identification; here the outline of one of
his black box methods based on the output correlation is presented.
1.3.1 A Correlation Method
Mehra [16] [17] presents a method for identifying the entire system including the
order of the system using correlation methods. For this black box method the output
autocorrelation is the key parameter.
1N
Ak = Zi+kZT,
i=k
where zi is the output vector at time i. Pointing out that all state space representa-
tions are not unique, he constructs a vector of the coefficients of the Cayley Hamilton
theorem, which states that a matrix is a root of its own characteristic equation:
( n t+ On- l n + ... + -o= 0.
Thus he reaches the result that:
S= 
n
1 j=O
where n,±1 is defined to be 1. For Q he explains that through a similarity transform
one can convert the system into canonical controllable form then solve for P* and Q*
A1
P*H*T = (I*) - 1
An
p* = ,*P**T + Q*,
where * is in canonical controllable form, using spectral factorization or iterative
methods. Once one obtains Q* then it can be transformed back into the original form
to achieve Q.
The field of subspace methods originated after Faurre [8] in the mid 1970's proved
that for a steady state Kalman filter the true state covariance matrix is bounded
below by the forward Kalman filter covariance estimate and above by the inverse of
the backwards Kalman filter covariance estimate. This paper was followed by one in
which Akaike [2] analyzed the future and past of discrete-time stochastic processes
by comparing the canonical variables that represent the past information projected
on the future, and the future information projected on the past. These two papers
are the basis of the modern subspace methods.
1.3.2 A Subspace Method
The concept of using the output covariance and Hankel matrices is the basis of the
modern Subspace algorithms of Overschee and De Moor [21] [20]. This method iden-
tifies stochastic state space models from given output data. However, the stochastic
model identified is not unique. That is, there is a set of state transition matrices
and noise covariance matrices that give the same output covariance matrices. This
reflects back to the work of Faurre. Overschee constructs the output Hankel matrix
as follows:
zo z1 ... zj-1
0|)12i-1 = Zi Zi+ ... Zi+j - 1  2i 1
z2i-1 2 i  ... Z2i+j-2
where i is a tunable parameter such that (i > n) where n is the order of the system.
Their major claim is that they can obtain the non-steady state Kalman filter estimated
states without knowing any of the system matrices. They can then solve for the system
which must have produced these estimates. They point out that the system obtained
in this way will not be unique. Their central tool from linear algebra is the orthogonal
projection defined as:
A/B = ABT(BBT)tB,
with et being the pseudo inverse: At - (ATA)-'AT. Their main theorem regarding
stochastic identification may be abbreviated for this problem as:
Theorem 1 Given that the process noise w and the measurement noise v are not
identically zero and an infinite number of measurements (j -+ oc), if we define Oi
as:
oi = Y /1Y .
then the matrix Oi is equal to the product of the extended observability matrix and
the forward Kalman filter state sequence:
Oi = A~".
To clarify, the sequence of the Kalman filter estimates are:
X i = (iAi I . .''i+j+I),
and the extended observability matrix is:
H
H(
Fi = H) 2
HQ4i-
Thus the suggested algorithm estimates the state using:
In the preliminary experimentation with this method the estimates obtained (X)
are not very accurate, and do not seem to improve as the number of data points is
increased. A first order system was evaluated with the following values:
4 0.949
H 0.1933
Q 0.732
R 1.000
i 2
Figure 1-2 shows the standard deviation of the difference between the estimate and
the true state averaged over 10 runs with various numbers of points. The estimation
error itself does not seem to get any better between 100 and 500 points. To estimate
Q and R, solve for w and v in:
where
Xi+1= -F 1 i-1,
Subspace Method: Accuracy of The Estimate as the Number of Measurements i  Increased
2.8
2.6
2.4
u~ 2.2
E 2
S 1.2
c1
0.8 -
S 0.6
0.4 -
0.2
0
100 200 300 400 500
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Figure 1-2: Evaluation of the State Estimate of the Subspace Method.
and
0 i-1 = Y /Y = +112i-1/ 0i
Then estimate:
Sj-1Q E wjwj'
Jo
and
1j-1
o
In my implementation of this method, the estimate of R is usually within 50% of
the correct value; however, the estimate of Q may be off by as much as 3 orders of
magnitude. Although correlation methods based on actual measurements are powerful
in that they do not rely on the output of the Kalman Filter, maximum likelihood
estimation on the residuals of the actual filter appears to be a more direct and accurate
solution since it utilizes all the a priori information available. That is, in this shuttle
problem, the dynamics and measurement constraints are used. Given that subspace
methods do not use these constraints, they can not be expected to work as well and
were not pursued any further.
Chapter 2
Maximum Likelihood
2.1 Linear Optimal Estimation
In this section the results of optimal linear filter theory are presented, a derivation of
which can be found in Gelb [11]. A method is required to estimate the state based
on the predicted dynamics and the measurements. Therefore at each time step there
will be two estimates of x, one propagated forward in time from the previous update:
k+1(-) = ) k(+) , (2.1)
and another estimate updated with the latest measurement l(+). An estimator is
called an observer if it utilizes the following form of update:
i(+) = i(-) + K(z - H X(-)). (2.2)
The term z - H (-) is the residual (u), also called the innovations. If we define
P(-) = E i(-, - )( - x)T] P(+) = E [(+> - x)(x±+, - x)T] ,
then for any observer
P(-)k+l I) P(+)k T + Q, (2.3)
P(+) = (I - KH) P(-) (I - KH)T + KRKT.
Define
S E [vv ]=H P(-) H + R. (2.5)
Then the Kalman Filter defines the optimal choice for the gain K:
K = P(-) HTS - 1 = P(+) H'R - 1. (2.6)
When the Kalman gain is used the following equalities for P are obtained:
P(+) = [I- KH] P(-), (2.7)
P(+)- = P(-_)- + HTR-1H. (2.8)
2.2 Properties of Maximum Likelihood
Let 4), H, R, or Q depend on the scalar parameter a and let & be an estimate of a.
There exists a fundamental limitation on the quality of the estimate of any a, called
the Cramer-Rao lower bound [18], that states that the variance of the error in the
estimate must be greater than or equal to the inverse of the Fisher information matrix
defined by:
IZk(a) = -E 02 lnp(zk a) a .
It can be shown [18] that any estimator that is unbiased and efficient' is a maximum
likelihood estimator. However, there is no guarantee that such an estimate will exist.
In addition, if the identifiability condition
p(zk ala) # P(Zk a 2 ) Val a 2 ,
holds and a few other technical assumptions (see [18]) the following properties of
maximum likelihood estimation hold:
1satisfies the Cramer-Rao lower bound with equality
(2.4)
* Consistency: & -4 a with probability 1 as k -+ oc.
* Asymptotic Unbiasedness: E[&la] -+ a as k -+ oc.
* Asymptotic Normality: & tends towards a Gaussian random variable as
k -+ oc.
* Asymptotic Efficiency: E[(a - 6)(a - &6)a] --+ I.l(a) as k -- oc.
"In other words, as the number of processed observations becomes infinite,
the maximum likelihood estimate & converges to the true values of a, and
the parameter estimate error & - a is asymptotically normally distributed
with covariance matrix Il(a) so that the Cramer-Rao lower bound is
asymptotically tight." [18]
These properties provide strong motivation for using the maximum likelihood esti-
mate.
2.3 Maximum Likelihood Derivation
The goal of maximum likelihood is to maximize the probability of getting the ob-
served measurements by varying the guess of the unknown parameters. Because the
area under the probability density will always be unity, if one raises the peak of a
Gaussian density distribution the width (variance) tends to decrease. By maximizing
the probability density:
max[p(zk, Zk-, ... z 0a)],
we have to minimize the variance. The maximum likelihood estimate will be the
a which maximizes this density. While a represents only one scalar, to estimate
more than one scalar just re-apply the method with a different a. The order should
be chosen carefully as the method is not commutative in the sequence of a's for
all systems. (However, it is commutative for the system described in this thesis.)
Because all the z's in this notation can be cumbersome let us define the information2
vector [5] to be:
Ik [kck-1 . Z * 01-
Now, the problem can be expressed as:
max[p(Ik |a)] = max[p(zk k-1, a)p(zk-1 k-2, a) . .. p(z Izo, a)p(zo I O)
If it is assumed each of these probabilities are Gaussian, the definition of a Gaussian
distribution for n dimensions can be written:
p(zk -1, a) exp [ S -
( 2 -r ) n / 2 v / d e t ( S k )  2
where Sk as defined in equation (2.5) is the error covariance matrix and v is the
residual (v = z - H i(-)).
To simplify this further, maximize the natural logarithm of the above expression.
This has the advantage of turning the multiplications into additions.
n p(zk Ik- 1 , a) = -- (n/2) In (27) - (1/2) In det Sk - (1/2)vTS lvk.
The first term will be a constant for a known system dimension and hence can be
left out of the maximization. Also, we may neglect the negative sign and perform an
equivalent minimization. The negative likelihood function is then defined as:
1 1
Lk = 2 In det Sk + yk slk. (2.9)
The goal is then to minimize:
ZL.
k=O
If we assume a is continuously valued, the gradient of L and perhaps the Hessian, is
required to perform the minimization of L.
2 not related to the Fisher Information Matrix
2.3.1 Gradient Calculation
The first step in computing the gradient of L requires the following identities. For
any non-singular matrix A, vector v with the same number of rows as A, and scalar
a:
In det A
0a
OA-
c a
Ov
= trace (A 10 AOavJ
= -A-' A-
Oa= 2v
2VTA.
These give the following gradient of equation (2.9):
trace ( OS )
Oo + T S-1 VTS- OS-v.Oa 2 da
The gradients of v and S are now required. First, taking the partial of v = z - H i-):
O OH 0 (-)
Oa Oa X(-) a 'a
and then from the definition of S in equation (2.5):
OS OH
Oa = P(-) H0o 0o + H P()H T + H P(-)Oa
OHT
Oa
OR
+ Oo
The H and terms will be computed by hand for the particular problem, but
equations for ) and a are needed. Taking the partial of equation (2.1) yields:aa aQ
0 X k+l(-)
Oa
0 + k(+)(+) + (I 0a
Now using equation (2.2):
OK K
+ -- + KOdo! 00
OK
+ vOa~
OL 1
Oa 2
O (+)
0a
S (-)
Oa
O(-)00!t-> 0 X(-)+ HO
Oal
OH
- K Oa x-
K* (-) OK OH
= K* + v - Ki,
Oa Oa OaX
where K* = I - KH. Combining ~and
1(D [ 0 'k(-)
- Xk() + ( IK* aOcx80
OK OH
+ v - Xk(K
da da,
Now compute -) in the same fashion. First take the partial of equation (2.3):
0 P(-)k+±l O P(+) k T + 0 T OQP(+) + P() + OOa a O a Oc
Now define F such that:
0( OH
= F + Ka"
da Onl
Then substituting in:
0 P(-) k+
Oa
OH
= F P(+) k + 4K P(+) k T
Oa
+ (D P(+) , T + k PWk
OHT
dK
O P(+) k T
Oa
rearranging terms:
OQa P(-) k+1
0a
+ 4 [KOH P(+)k + P(+)kOa
OHT
h'o $
SP(+) k ) T
Take the partial of equation (2.4):
0 P(+) OK*
=- P(-) K *T +
-
Oa
+ RKT +OG
0 P(-)
K* K*TOa
OR 0
KT + KR-
dn
OK *T
+ K* P(-)
KT
9a
Reordering:
= K* 0 P(-) K*T + K ORK T
O" Oa + P(-) K*T0a
0 k+1(-)
Oa
0 P(+)
OC
S(P(+) k T + r P(+)k T +
OK*T OK K
Oa+ aRK +dol 80
Now substituting in:
= P(+)k T + P(+)k T +
KHa
+ L
P(+)k + P(+)k
aQ
Oa
oHT KT
80
K* P(-) K*T KORKT
+K* *O +O80l 80
OK* OK *T
+ Oa P(-) K*T + K* P(-) aKeOn 80
OK
+- RKT + KOa
Reordering terms:
9 P(-) k+
Oa
= P(+)k p+FP(+ ) k
P(+)k + K* P(-)
P(+) k + K* P(-)
OK*T KR KT
Oa aKR
OK*T
Oa
+ KR OKT TT
Oa
Note that both and " contain aK terms. This can be calculated by takingand n a tm T
the partial of equation (2.6):
E HT + P(-) OH
OGOaa Oa
OcH
- P(-) P( HT
Oc G
+ (I- KH) P(-) Oaa
+ (I - H) P(-)
- P(-) HTS-1 s j S-1
OS 1
- K S-1Oa(
SP(-) HT + H P(-)
0 a
OH
K P(-) HT80
OH T
Oa
+ K* P(-) KR OKT
0 P(-)k+l
8a0
R OKT T.
R I
Oa
OQOo
KORKT
Oa
P(- ) *T
Oa *80
+ 4 K *
K O
H
(K O
Oa
OK
Oa
+OR)] S-Oag-g)
OR1
- K S- 1
Oa
T
T
T
K*P(- HT + K* P(-) HT -K H P()H - K ] IS-dc da
Note that o4 ,H o and R will be hand calculated for the given system. We haveOa ' ' a I 0
now calculated all the necessary terms. For initial conditions let:
[a0-) [ O(-) =0.
In the next subsection, the Hessian will be obtained.
2.3.2 Hessian Calculation
Taking the next partial of L:
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The second partials in this equation are extremely difficult to calculate. Hence it
will be assumed that the first partials capture the majority of the Hessian. This
assumption may not be valid for all systems and should be checked. The results
in the sequel suggest that this truncation is valid for this application. Thus, after
truncating second partials terms we have:
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0v OS
This is a first order approximation. However, to compute all the needed second order
terms would be excessive.
2.4 Convexity
In this section the convexity of the method will be explored. The first subsection
describes the known convexity with respect to the innovation covariances S. In the
second subsection an attempt is made to eliminate the recursive nature of the Ricatti
equation. In the third subsection an example is given in which the likelihood function
fails to be convex in the noise variances.
2.4.1 Convexity with Respect to the Innovation Covariance
Choosing the Kalman filter for the observation gain yields the following update equa-
tions:
Pk+1 [Pk- + HT 'H] T  Q, (2.10)
=+1 k+ PkH(HPkH + R)-(zk - Hk)]
Equation (2.10) above is a form of the discrete-time Ricatti Equation. If 4, H, R,
and Q are time invariant then the covariance will quickly (usually less than 10 time
steps for systems considered here, however, not in general) achieve a steady state
value. Denote this steady state value as just plain P. For maximum likelihood we
must:
N
min E [log det Si + vTS; ].
i=0
If we consider the steady state problem we can write
N
min [log det S + vTS-Ii],
i=0
which can be rewritten:
min [log det S + trace[VS- 1]] V = i
This equation is known [26] to be convex in S - 1 with the minimum achieved at
S = V - 1 (provided V is nonsingular). So for this steady state case:
S = HPH + R,
P = P-' + H TR-H T + Q
If Q is quite small then P will be small. Now since the maximum likelihood equation
is convex in S - 1 it must be convex in R - 1 if Q = 0. If R = 0, then P = Q, and we
can say that the maximum likelihood equations will be convex in Q-1 . However, is
there a way to prove that the maximum likelihood equation will or will not be convex
in R - 1 if Q is non-zero, or vice versa? Is there a way to determine the boundary of
convexity if it exists?
In the following subsection we will try to circumvent the recursive Ricatti equation
of the Kalman filter in an attempt to make some progress on this convexity question.
2.4.2 Collapsing the Dynamics
If we enumerate terms for the observation equation:
zo = Hxo + vo
Zl = Hxl + vo
= H4xo + Hwo + Pl
z2 = H'2x0 + H(wo + Hwl + v 2
z3 = Hp3Xo + HQ2WO + H Wl + HW2 + V3
Written in matrix notation the series can be expressed as:
H4 2
HDN
H
H) H
H2 H4D H
H 3 HQ 2 HQ H
H N ... ... ... ... H
&+.
Or more compactly
Z = Oxo + T + Y.
Now assume an estimate (.o) of xo with an associated covariance matrix P0. Remem-
bering that x0o, w, and v are all independent with w and v being zero mean, let the
residual be defined as = '- Oi and calculate the variance of the residuals:
E[] = OpoOT + T
R
This can be written short-hand as:
T - ' = E[(T ] = OPOT + TQT  + fR.
Assuming the distribution of residuals is Gaussian, the definition of a Gaussian dis-
tribution for n dimensions is:
1
p(( R, Q) = exp
( 2)n/2 vdet(T-1)
[2 T T
2 cTt
log p( |R, Q) = -(n/2)log(27) - (1/2) det(T - ) - [ TT ,
-2 logp( JR, Q) = (n)log(2w) + det(T - ) + (TT(.
Minimizing the negative likelihood function yields:
min [log det T - 1 + TT ] .
Note that by writing the equations in this Toeplitz form the dynamics were eliminated
and hence T is not a function of . In this case:
min [log det T - 1 + trace(TV)] with V = T.
This form is known to be convex with respect to T with a minimum achieved at
T = V-1 , provided V is nonsingular. However, V is obviously singular.
Convexity with respect to R and Q is desirable. However, note that T is simply
a matrix function of (TQTT + R).
Claim 1 If f is a function of a sum of A and B and f(A + B) is convex with respect
to both A and B independently, then f(A + B) is convex with respect to A and B
jointly. [15]
Therefore, if it can be shown that some function is convex in R with OPo0  +
TQTT held constant and then shown that the same function is convex in TQTT
with OPO + R held constant, then that function must be jointly convex in R and
TQTT. Furthermore if we can show that T is a similarity transform, then using:
Claim 2 Convexity is unaffected by a similarity transformation. (That is, if f(CT AC)
is convex with respect to (CTAC) then f is also convex with respect to A.) [26]
Then we can show that there exists a convex function in both Q and R that
also satisfies the maximum likelihood conditions. The difficulty is in finding such a
function. In the next subsection we will consider the scalar version of the problem
and show that various forms of the equation are not convex in general.
2.4.3 Non-convexity in the Scalar Case
Consider the scalar convexity problem, and let
f = logs+v/s s= p+r.
with v > 0, p > 0, s > 0, and r > 0. Note that r can be considered to represent either
Rt or TQTT from the previous section. Now although f is convex with respect to
(1/s), f is not convex with respect to r or (1/r), nor is (-1/f) convex with respect to
r or (1/r). These results can be easily shown by taking second partials and verifying
that the sign is not always positive.
02f 2
1(1/s)2
92 f -p- r + 2v
dr2  (p + r)3
2 (f) r2 + 3pr + 2p(p - v)
a(1/r)2 (1 + p/r)3
02(-1/f) 3v - 2(p + r) + (2v - (p + r)) log(p + r)
(r)2  (p + )3
The only one that might be close is a . To verify it is possible for this second
partial to change sign while still obeying the rules of Kalman filtering, a system was
chosen with 1' = 0.9, H = 1, Q = 0.01, and R was varied from near zero to 0.3.
For each R, equation (2.10) was iterated until the steady state P covariance was
obtained and then v was set to v = 4S = 4(HPHT + R). Finally the second partial
was evaluated for each R. The result is shown in Figure 2-1. It can be seen that
the second partial does indeed change sign indicating the non-convexity in this case.
That is, in this case if the actual residuals are much larger than expected then the
Hessian can change sign. Therefore, in general the likelihood function is not convex
with respect to the noise covariance parameters. Since the equation is not convex,
finding an extremum is non-trivial. In the next section the shape of the likelihood
function will be discussed.
Non-Convexity of 1/R: Second Partial of Likelihood Function
with Respect to (1/R) with = 1, H = 1, Q = 0.01, v = 4s
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Figure 2-1: A counter example of the convexity of the likelihood function with respect
to (1/R)
2.5 The Shape of the Likelihood Function
In this section, we attempt to assess what the shape of the likelihood function is liable
to be to assist us in finding the extremum of the fimunction. In the first subsection the
scalar equations of Kalman filtering in special simplified cases are given. The second
section uses these results to predict the shape of the likelihood function for R. While
these are simplified cases of the real multidimensional problem, it is conjectured that
the behavior of the methods when estimating R or Q parameters in higher dimensional
systems will be similar.
2.5.1 Special Case Scalar Equations for Kalman Filtering
In this section we will develop simplified Kalman filtering equations that will be
utilized in the sequel. The Kalman propagation equation is:
P(-)k+l - ) P(+)k (T + Q.
An alternate form of the Kalman covariance update is:
P(+) -1 = P(-) - + HTR-1H.
This form is not really useful for numerical calculations on a computer but is quite
handy for hand calculations. Using (2.3) the covariance propagation can be obtained
as follows:
P(-)k+1
P(+) k+1
S(P(_)k + HT RH)-1+T +Q7
P(+) k T + Q) + H R-H]I- 1
In the case of no process noise Q = 0 then we have
P() -= _P(-) o + HTR-H) 1
= P(-) + HTR-1H) 
-
,
(-)( 1 + HTR-1H) - + HTR-1H)
= ) (((T) -
+ HTR-1H ,
+ HTR-H ,
= [(4 [ ( P(+)D + HTR1H -1 + HTR-1H-1
To get any further the system must be assumed to be scalar or that 1 is identity,
that is, there are no system dynamics.
Case 1: System is scalar
If the system is scalar:
P(-) = 2 P(+ )N - 1 h2  N-1 I
02NPo 7 Zdk=0 (2k
P(+) 0 ) 1
P(+)I (1 T) -
(P(-)o' +HT R-H) -1 + HT R--H)I )
T ,
If 0 < 1 then,
Assuming an
( 2
P(-)N +N P(+)2 2NP(i )ni q ) 1 i+ h2(1--2N)
2Np 0  r(1-0 - 2 )
infinite initial covariance:
_r(q 2- 1)
P(-) n = 2 P(+) N = (1 _ 2 N)
h2 ( - 0-2N)
1 - - 2
KN = P(+)NHT RI -
h(1 - -2N)
h - -2
h
'k+1 () = Xk(+) + Kk(zk - H4 k (+)),
1 - 0-2
= k(+ ) + ( -2k( - h (+).
If = 1 and Po = oc then
PN=
h2 N'
1
hN'
1 k-1
k+1(+) -Z khk k
1 N-1
k=0
Case 2: No dynamics
If there are no dynamics, D = I, P(+) = P(-) and then:
PN = (Po- + NHTRH)
KN = (Po-1 + NHTRH)-IHTR - 1,
k+1 = KkZk + (I - KkH) ±k.
(2.11)
(2.12)
(2.13)
In the next subsection we will determine the shape of the likelihood equation for the
special case where the system is scalar and has no dynamics.
2.5.2 The Shape with Respect to the Measurement Noise
Variance
Maximum likelihood requires that one must find the value of each parameter such
that:
min I [ln Sk + V'Sklpk]
k=1
is achieved. Knowing that Sk = HPkH + Rk, then for a linear time-invariant system
Pk can be computed before the system is started. Hence it can only be a function
of the system parameters 1D, H, R and Q. Therefore Sk is approximately linear in R.
Concentrate on Rk for the time being and assume the other system parameters are
constant. Assume R is quasi-stationary, that is. over the sum in question R can be
considered constant or some average value, then for the steady state solution to the
Ricatti equation:
S = HPHT + R.
The minimization with respect to R can be rewritten as:
min In [l fl + vk (HPHT + R)-lv'k
k=1
Take the partials with respect to R and set equal to zero:
n trace(R -f) + n [2vT (HPHT + R)- 1  v_ (HPHT + R)-2k = 0.
k=1 I
Considering equation (2.13) for the scalar case with 0 < 1 and Po -+ oc one can see
-vk = 0. Then using equation (2.11) for P the above reduces to:
n i
2 [f (k)v1 =0,
r r k=l
Figure 2-2: Graph of O versus scalar R
where
f(k) 2(1 _ -2(k+1))
It can be shown that the above sum converges to some constant value as n gets large.
From figure (2-2) it can be seen that there will always be exactly one zero crossing of
the first partial. However, if we use a Newton-based method we must be careful as
too large an initial guess for R will result in a positive Hessian and cause the method
to diverge toward +oc. This conclusion is extrapolated to general higher dimensional
system R and Q determination. In this scalar case r can be solved for directly:
i n
S k
n k=l
Note that this is just the weighted variance of the residuals. In particular for this
scalar case if ) = H = 1 then from Case 2 of the previous section, f(k) = k- and
the above is exactly the variance of the residuals as expected. The conclusion from
figure (2-2) is that if the Hessian is positive the Newton method will diverge. Hence,
during implementation if this condition is detected it can be assumed the initial guess
was too high. The simple solution implemented in this thesis is to use bisection if the
Hessian is of the wrong sign.
Chapter 3
Implementation
This chapter will discuss the various methods used to implement the maximum like-
lihood as well the space shuttle modeling.
The Windowing method is a slow but robust method involving re-evaluating the
Kalman Filter for each new measurement over a window of previous measurements,
and iterating the maximum likelihood equations until the change in the Newton guess
is below some threshold. Because of the intensive computational burden of the Win-
dowing method, a simple scheme was derived where the estimate is generated without
iteration (One Step method). Given enough data this method estimates the param-
eter as residing somewhere between the initial guess and the actual value, but closer
to the initial guess. Hence, a second scheme was devised where the initial guess for
the parameter is reset to the current guess periodically to give the method the ability
to "climb" up to the correct value (One Step Update method). If the initial guess
for a is way off then the One Step methods can fail badly. Thus, the Windowing
method was combined with the One Step Update method for initialization and in
case of failure (Combination method).
One possible goal would be to estimate every element in each of the system ma-
trices. (Thus, treating the entire system as a black box.) In this formulation, even
the order of the system must be determined from the measurements alone. This
sort of problem is best treated by subspace or correlation methods, as discussed in
Chapter 1. The purpose of this thesis however, is to concentrate on a known plant
with unknown process and measurement noise. When trying to estimate these noise
covariance matrices it is generally sufficient to assume both are diagonal. In most
cases, as in the present application, measurement noises are uncorrelated. The process
noise is generally used to handle unmodeled dynamics. This will keep the Kalman
gain from going to zero and thus reaching a point at which the filter is ignoring new
measurements and merely relying on the propagation of the previous state. This goal
can be achieved with a diagonal process noise matrix Q.
Assume then that both the R and Q matrices are diagonal and the remaining
system dynamics are known. Now, given that the matrices are diagonal we may esti-
mate each diagonal element one at a time in a scalar sense and assume the remaining
parameters are correct. There is no loss in generality since the matrices are diagonal.
Then a can be treated as a scalar.
3.1 Windowing Method
Since it is not possible to minimize the infinite sum of the L functions, an obvious
solution is to minimize a window about the current point. This idea is the basis of the
Windowing method. Here a utility function is chosen as a sum over a small region:
k
Uk = Li.
i=k-I
Then any desired minimization technique can be used to get the next guess for a.
The entire Kalman filter, as well as all the maximum likelihood equations, must be
re-applied through the length of the window. A central issue is the choice of window
size. For most of this study somewhere in the range of twenty (20) to one hundred
(100) points was found to be to ideal. It is very important that there be enough
points to get a statistically significant sample of the distribution without choosing
too many points, keeping in mind that every point of the window must be Kalman
filtered for each guess of a.
The current Windowing method uses a forward Kalman filter in its window since
it is meant to be operationally identical to the main system Kalman filter which is
estimating the state. Different filtering schemes were not explored. It is possible
that a batch Kalman filter could perform the task faster or a smoothing filter could
produce more accurate results. Note in the following algorithms &k is the current
estimate, and hence the output, of the algorithm. (Here plain a is just a dummy
variable.)
Algorithm 1 Windowing Method
1. A new set of measurements are received at time k.
2. Set a = 1k-1
3. Kalman filter and compute the maximum likelihood gradient OL) and Hessian
)2L) for the last windowsize measurements using the current a.
4. Compute a new a from Newton's Method:
alast = a,
a = alast- 92L
L0 2
5. If Newton has failed resort to bisection, that is if a < 0 or - > 0, let a
alast/2.
6. If ll-- l < 6 then let ak = a else goto 3.
For this thesis the baseline windowsize for the Windowing method was chosen to
be 40 for measurement noise variance (R) and 80 for process noise variance (Q). The
algorithm decides the Newton method has failed if either the new estimate is negative
(variances must be positive) or the Hessian is positive (the a guess is too high in
figure 2-2). With a 6 of 1% this algorithm will converge in about three iterations
for each new set of measurements. This means in a run where the algorithm is
evaluating a single scalar in the R matrix and a single scalar in the Q matrix the
method will evaluate the Kalman filter and the maximum likelihood equations an
average of 3(40 + 80) = 360 times for each new set of measurements (that is, each
time step of a discrete-time system), a huge computational burden.
3.2 One Step Method
The One Step method is based on the fact that to re-evaluate the entire Kalman filter
for each guess in the windowing method is too computationally cumbersome. The
One Step method also replaces the harsh boundary of the boxcar-like window of the
Windowing method with exponential weighting. Assume that a good initial guess
for a (ao) is chosen to start. This weighting minimizes the combination of the Lk
sequence with emphasis on more recent measurements, and can be accomplished by
redefining the utility function to be:
k
Uk = e-A(k-K)Lk. (3.1)
K=1
To obtain the recursive form:
k k-1
Uk -Uk- -1 C- (k-)LK - 5e A(k-1-K)L
k-1 k-1
S-(k-k)Lk + e-'A(k-n)L, -_ e-(k-1-)L,
K=1 K=1
k-1 k-1
= Lk + eC A 5 e-A(k- 1-K)L - k e-A(k-l-K)L,
K=1 Kn=l
k-1
K=1
= Lk + (k - 1)Uk-l.
Uk = - Uk-1 + Lk. (3.2)
If a is continuous then we must use a numerical optimization technique to obtain the
minimum of L. This will involve the gradient and at least an estimate of the Hessian
of L with respect to a. The general form for a search technique can be expressed as:
I a2 . (3.3)
where a0o is some initial guess for a, and a is a "relaxation" factor (often just 1). The
inverse Hessian above is rarely calculated exactly. Steepest Descent uses identity as
a poor estimate of the Hessian. The expected value of the Hessian called the Fisher
Information Matrix is often used. If the exact value of the Hessian is used the method
is called Newton-Raphson. The methods may also be combined; for example, start
with Steepest Descent and transition over to Newton-Raphson.
The Hessian and gradient of U are related to L as defined from (3.2):
Uk - e-  Uk-1 + Lk, (3.4)
92 92 9202 e 2 Uk-1 Lk. (3.5)
oa2 U a2 +1a 2
Algorithm 2 One Step Method
The ao is set before the method begins.
1. A new set of measurements are received at time k.
2. Kalman filter and compute the maximum likelihood gradient OL) and Hessian
( ),2L for just the current set of measurements using o.
3. Compute the utility function gradient and Hessian using equations (3.4) and
(3.5).
4. If enough samples have occurred calculate an a using the utility function, that
is if k > window_size
CU
ak a -0 2U
O8
2
else use the initial guess: ak = a o.
Since only one step is taken the a's generated are very noisy, thus, a window_size of
at least 100 points was used.
3.2.1 Higher order filters
As an extension of this method one could consider the exponential weighting of the
terms as merely a first order filter on the "instantaneous" L. Thought of in this way,
one could use higher order filtering techniques including feedback (IIR) type filters.
However, for the systems studied in this thesis it was concluded that the more serious
problem facing this method was that the single step produced an estimate heavily
biased toward the initial guess which no filtering of the L values could fix. Hence,
this avenue was not explored further.
3.2.2 One Step Update Method
Since the estimate of the parameter in the One Step method resided between the guess
and the correct value, it seemed to have the right intention but not enough Hessian
weighting to move it to the correct value. The idea of setting the relaxation factor
greater than one was suggested, however, this would have created a large instability
and poor steady state performance. The solution applied was to update the guess
periodically so the estimate could slowly climb up (or down) to the correct value in
a staircase fashion. This periodic updating of the guess works quite well, but is very
slow. The maximum likelihood equations create noisy estimates, especially when the
summation has few terms. A policy of using the initial guess for a large majority of
the update window while the utility function accumulates terms creates a more stable
and well-behaved estimate. Then as the time to reset the guess becomes imminent
the estimate is taken directly from the Newton step. For the update the new guess
is taken from the average of a few of these single Newton steps.
Algorithm 3 One Step Update Method
An initial ao is set and counter is set to zero before the method begins.
1. A new set of measurements are received at time k.
2. Kalman filter and compute the maximum likelihood gradient (L) and Hessian
2L ) for just the current set of measurements using ao.
a", 2 /
3. If enough samples have occurred calculate an a. That is, if counter > windowsize.
-counter-1 
dL
k - 0 - counter- 1 &2 L ,
else let & = ao.
4. counter = counter + 1.
5. If it is time, reset the counter. That is if counter > Nupdate then let counter =
0.
No exponential weighting was used for the One Step Update method since Nupdate
was set to be only about 10% larger than window_size.
3.2.3 Combination Method
While the One Step Update method works well most of the time if it has a good
initial guess for a, it can fail badly if the initial guess is very far off. Also, as the
frequency of the guess resets is increased there is increased chance the method will
produce an extremely bad estimate causing the method to fail. To initialize this
method given no good estimate and to create a fall back position in case of failure,
the Windowing method was paired with it. The Windowing method runs for a short
number of samples to get a close estimate of the parameter, then when the estimate
appears stable, the One Step Update method takes over. Each new time the One Step
method produces a new estimate, it and the Hessian are sanity checked. If a problem
is detected, the method resorts back to the more stable, but more computationally
cumbersome, Windowing method.
Algorithm 4 Combination Method
Before method starts method = "Windowing" and method_count = 0.
1. Perform method for the current k.
2. If method = "One Step Update" then methodcount = methodcount + 1
3. If methodcount > Nwi, let method = "One Step Update" and set ao to av-
erage value of the previous few Windowing method estimates.
4. If method = "One Step Reset" and if (a < 0 or > 0) (that is, Newton
step is failing) then set method = "Windowing" and methodcount = 0.
5. Goto 1.
A value of Nwin - 10 seemed quite adequate for the simulations done in this thesis.
3.3 Space Shuttle Proximity Operations Modeling
3.3.1 Transition Matrix
Consider two earth satellites in close proximity. We wish to study the dynamics
and sensor models for the detection of one satellite by another (the shuttle). The
linearized relative equations of motion will be used as they simplify the problem and
make the differential equations time-invariant. Let d(t), h(t), 1(t) represent the down
range, altitude, and out of orbit plane distance, respectively, of the second satellite
relative to the shuttle, then the dynamics can be represented [14] as:
d(t) = 2w h(t) + fd(t),
h(t) = -2w d(t) + 3w 2 h(t) + fh(t),
i'(t) = -w2 + f(t).
(3.6)
(3.7)
(3.8)
Writing this in state space form we have:
-x = Ax + Bu,
where
X (t) =
d(t)
h(t)
1(t)
d(t)
h(t)
1(t)
0
0
0
3w 2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-w
The state transition matrix for these
be calculated as:
1
0
0
0
-2w
0
0
1
0
2w
0
0
linearized dynamics in the unforced case can
4 - 3 cos wt
-6(wt - sin wt)
0
3w sin wt
-6w(1 - cos wt)
0
0
0
cos wt
0
0
-w sin wt
-sin wt
0
cos wt
-2 sin wt
0
2 1 - cos Wt)
-3t + 4sin wt
0
2 sin wt
-3 + 4 cos wt
0
Note that the transition matrix eAt is now a linear time-invariant matrix. Unfortu-
nately, the measurement matrix is time varying since the boresight of the instrument
is defined to always point toward the other spacecraft.
3.3.2 Measurement Matrix
Figure 3-1 shows the simplified two dimensional trigonometry involved to compute the
down range and altitude components of the states. A range instrument traditionally
observes two angles, a range, and a range rate. So let the non-linear measurement
matrix be:
T
eAte=
0
0
- sin wt
0
0
cos wt
Reflector Satellite in Perturbed Orbit
r(t)
h(t)
EL
d(t)
Detector Satellite in Nominal Orbit
Figure 3-1: Trigonometry of range measurement projected into two dimensions.
A linearized H matrix for parts of the Kalman filter is required. Before continuing
we should note the following facts of variational norms:
a(x) X-- (3.9)
LI:
(1) xx - (3.10)
To obtain:
IXI IX13 0 0
k 3.]T 0
H in = X- Ix
3
uT 0
(I-uuT)v]T UT
where:
j=[0 1 0] k=[0 0 1] u= v=J:.
The derivation of the last row is non-trivial. Using equation (3.9), obtain:
a
OlZJ = .U,
O(i'u) = u. + .Ou,
1 [I - U T ] OX.
This linearized H is used everywhere as required in the Kalman Filter except when
calculating the residual:
v = z - H(x).
This is the only non-linear part of the implemented Kalman Filter. A better sim-
ulation might use the real orbital dynamics of each body as truth compared with
the linearized dynamics in the filter; however, this was not critical to evaluating the
performance of the maximum likelihood methods.
3.3.3 Problem Particulars
We need to have a particular problem to solve to evaluate these methods. For the
shuttle problem the following constants were chosen as the baseline constants:
27
(3600sec./hr.) (1.5hr.)
(1/40)2
R 4 (1/40)2
(0.2m) 2
(O.01m/s) 2
0
0
1 0
4 (O.01m/s)2
(O.01m/s)2
(0.01m/s) 2
At = 4 seconds Win.SizeR = 40 points Win.SizeQ = 80 points
The position process noise variance was assumed zero, since in this problem process
noise would be used to handle unmodeled accelerations. The various methods were
applied to this system using these values and the results are presented in the following
chapter.
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Chapter 4
Results
The accuracy of any identification method can be measured in a multitude of ways,
the most obvious being how close in scalar value is the estimate from the actual value.
To obtain a single figure of merit, given a time varying estimate one could consider
the average error or bias and the standard deviation of the error. However, since the
principle goal in estimating these parameters is to improve state estimation, perhaps
it makes the most sense to concentrate on the accuracies of the two state estimates.
The former is presented here as it is a more direct measure of the performance of a
given method.
The same random seed was used to generate all the following graphs. It was felt
a more accurate comparison could be made if all the methods used the same random
numbers. However, the methods were designed with various seeds and thus the graphs
shown here can be considered typical results.
Figure 4-1 shows the Windowing method estimation of R(3, 3) for the baseline
case of a sample time of four seconds and a window size of forty points. R(3, 3) is
the range distance measured along the instrument boresight. The method does quite
well, but is not comparable to the estimation accuracy of a first moment parameter
(that is, the state estimate from a Kalman filter). It is important to keep in mind
that if the noise covariances are within an order of magnitude of the correct value the
Kalman filter will perform quite well estimating the state.
In figure 4-2 Q(5, 5), the downrange velocity component of process noise variance
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Figure 4-1: On-line estimation of R using Windowing method (baseline case).
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Figure 4-2: On-line estimation of Q using Windowing method (baseline case).
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Figure 4-3: Effect of varying window size on the Windowing method.
is estimated using the Windowing method. The downrange component was chosen
since its position component is largest for most of the duration of the run and thus
Q(5, 5) and R(3, 3) are close to the same direction. This baseline case uses a window
size of eighty points and a sample rate of four seconds. The larger window size must
be used, as estimating Q is inherently a more difficult problem than that of estimating
R. The performance is comparable to that of estimating R(3, 3).
Figure 4-3 demonstrates the effect of varying the window size in the Windowing
method. Note that the estimate is smoother but slower with eighty points. The
method has better response to the step with less points. However, also note that
with twenty points the method is considerably less stable and the estimate fluctuates
rapidly.
In figure 4-4, the effect of increasing the time between samples is investigated.
Here the estimate is noticeably less accurate with regions of divergence. These are
the combination effects of the measurement matrix being time varying and the Fisher
Information matrix containing less useful information (see [12]). The assumption of
the system being quasi-stationary is violated and thus, the method fails.
Figure 4-5 shows the estimation of Q(5, 5) with a sample time of sixty seconds.
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time of 4 seconds.
varying the sample time using the Windowing method on the
The sample time here is 60 seconds versus the standard sample
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Figure 4-6: Estimation of both R(3, 3) and Q(5, 5) in that order.
The behavior is as poor as was the case in figure 4-4.
In figure 4-6 and figure 4-7 the commutability of the Windowing method is eval-
uated. The results show in this case that the order of estimation is irrelevant to the
estimate. However, in other cases where either the estimation of Q or R might be
unstable, it was found that better results were obtained if one estimated the most
stable parameter first and the least stable parameters last. In figure 4-8 both R(3, 3)
and Q(5, 5) experience an order of magnitude step change simultaneously and are still
estimated correctly.
We now turn to the Combination method of the One Step Update method with
the Windowing method initialization. This method takes approximately one tenth
the computation of the Windowing method, but takes about ten times the num-
ber of samples to converge. (Note the values on the X-axis of the graph.) This
method could be useful in a real time system in which the Windowing method
is too burdensome. Although slow, the method does eventually acquire the cor-
rect value. Figure 4-9 shows the estimation of R(3, 3), the boresight range noise
and in figure 4-10 the estimation of Q(5, 5) the downrange velocity noise can be
seen. Figure 4-11 shows the Combination method estimating Q(5, 5) and R(3, 3).
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Figure 4-8: Estimation of both R(3, 3) and Q(5, 5) with a step occurring in both
parameters simultaneously.
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Figure 4-9: Estimation of R(3, 3) using the One Step Update method.
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Figure 4-10: Estimation of Q(5, 5) using the One Step Update method.
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Figure 4-11: Estimation of both Q(5, 5) and R(3, 3) using the Combination method.
Note both parameters experience a step change simultaneously. For this system the
Combination method is also commutative (not shown). This particular run also ex-
perienced a failure of the One Step method at 965 samples and was forced back to
the Windowing method for 10 samples before returning to the Combination method
(seen as a "spike" in the plot). This shows the robustness of the Combination method
to be able to fall back to a safer but slower algorithm (the Windowing method) tem-
porarily to recover from a bad guess in the One Step method. Note this failure and
recovery occurs before the step change happens, thus, the One Step method correctly
identified the step change without reverting back to the Windowing method. Periodic
failures of the One Step method can be minimized by lengthening the time between
updates, but it does not seem possible to completely eliminate the failures.
Finally it can be seen in figure 4-12 that if one is only interested in estimating
measurement noise (R), simply calculating the variance of the measurements, which
can be up to two orders of magnitude faster, is of comparable accuracy. In fact, as
shown previously, in the scalar case with Q = 0, maximum likelihood is identically
the variance of the residuals. Thus, perhaps this simplistic method could be useful
in extremely computationally restricted systems. This simple calculation holds if the
Window Method verse Variance of Residuals for R(3, 3) determination
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Figure 4-12: Comparing estimation of R(3, 3) using Windowing method versus simply
computing the variance of the residuals.
measurement noise dominates the process noise.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
Estimation of process noise covariance and measurement noise covariance simulta-
neously is a difficult problem in linear estimation theory. Two maximum likelihood
methods were presented and both work reasonably well in the selected application
(space shuttle navigation during proximity operations). The Windowing method is
computationally expensive but fast and accurate. The One Step Update method re-
quires less CPU time, but is not as responsive and does suffer from periodic failures.
Thus, to be robust the One Step Update method must be implemented with the
Windowing method as a temporary backup in case of failure.
For actual implementation one might want to filter the output of the Windowing
method to obtain a smoother result. This would slow down the response but might
make for a more accurate overall estimate.
Maximum likelihood estimation is the right approach to this problem since so much
of the system is known. The a priori information of the dynamics and measurement
constraints, as well as the form of the measurement and noise covariance matrices are
all used. An additional benefit of determining the measurement covariance matrix
separately, rather than directly estimating the Kalman gain, is that it can be used to
monitor the health of the sensor during the mission.
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